Help us change hundreds of kids’ lives — like Pedro — through sport.

“Beyond Soccer always taught me that school comes first before any sports. When they saw I needed
a little help in school when I was younger, they would get me tutors. They knew my dad couldn’t
help me out that much and they did for me what he couldn’t.”
- Pedro Lopez, in 2014 Eagle Tribune Article, “Going Beyond Soccer - Greater Lawrence’s Lopez motivated by deceased father, ‘Beyond Soccer’ program.”

Pedro’s Story: Soccer has been the lifeline for five-year Beyond Soccer standout, Pedro
Lopez. Pedro could have easily chosen the wrong path after his single father’s death in
2011. Soccer play provided him with a safe haven for his grief and an opportunity to
stay busy after school. His journey has been arduous, marked with setbacks, but our
continuing commitment to Pedro is what makes the difference. Now an honor roll
60 Island Street Suite 502E
Lawrence MA 01840

student at the Greater Lawrence Tech, he helped his team qualify for their first playoff
bid since 1985. Pedro also plays for the more competitive, Benfica club team on
scholarship. Beyond Soccer has extended Pedro’s support base. He now has caring
adult and peer mentors, encouraging him at every turn. Your gift will significantly
impact Pedro’s dreams – and other Beyond Soccer kids’ similar dreams yet to be told.

Help us reach 1,000 Pedro’s in 2015
m Support 20 kids @ $5,000		
m Support 10 kids @ $2,500		
m Support 5 kids @ $1,000		
m Support 2 kids @ $500
m Support 1 kid @ $250
m $100

m $50

m $25

m Other $______________
		
All donations are tax deductible (Tax ID # 45-0648718)
Both checks and online payments accepted.
Address: 60 Island Street, Suite 502E, Lawrence, MA 01840.

Go green @ www.beyondsoccerlawrence.org

